gourmet
The cauliflower gobi is a perfect
example of how surplus food
doesn’t have to mean boring

Food activist Justin
Horne and Alice Gilsenan,
right, and a dish from
the restaurant, below

ONE TINY
LEAF AT
A TIME
Notting Hill concept restaurant Tiny Leaf
is revolutionising the way we think about
our food, from waste to plate…
Words BETHAN ANDREWS

A

few months ago, there was no
restaurant in London
discussing the concept of zero
waste consumer food. Now,
Tiny Leaf on Westbourne Park Road is
the most talked about food destination in
West London. Founded by Justin Horne,
Alice Gilsenan and Jon Krauss, the
eatery is London’s first organic, zero
waste and vegetarian restaurant.
‘One moment we were talking about
it in The Electric and the next we were
opening the doors here,’ says Gilsenan.
‘Everything moved at lightning speed,
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but I think it worked because it was
about stripping back, not
overcomplicating.’ It seems everything
about the whole process was organic and
spontaneous, even down to the chance
meeting of Krauss and Horne. ‘Jon and I
met last year via whatsapp in Tokyo
through a friend of ours in Spain,’ says
Horne of the complicated introduction.
‘It was just meant to be,’ laughs Krauss.
And meant to be it was, with this
having been a dream for a while,
particularly for Horne, ‘the instigator of
all things Tiny Leaf’ and known around

London as a food activist. ‘It started
about three years ago when I was
looking into a raw, organic pop-up,’
explains Horne. ‘I went to Burning Man
for a site-visit and the consciousness
there made me realise it’s possible to live
in a world where we can make a
difference.’ One thing led to another,
ideas turned to people, marketing guru
Gilsenan worked her magic and it all
started rolling ahead.
The site was signed off on Christmas
Eve and on 7 January interior designer
Holly Bowden got started on the pop-up.
The idea was to be zero-waste from the
get-go, with floorboards used as benches
and a live botanical wall behind the bar.
Everything in Tiny Leaf oozes creativity.
‘It was a bit of trial and a lot of error,’
laughs Krauss. ‘Of course we have to eat
all the errors for the sake of zero waste!’
The dishes are made with surplus
food that is delivered by local partners.
‘We started to get a feel for what food
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All drinks served in Tiny Leaf are
organic and the surplus citrus from
the bar will be pressed for desserts

we got in seasonally, which gave us our
daily specials,’ says Horne. ‘It was
challenging starting in winter when
surplus veg is limiting!’ Again, this
worked in their favour by forcing
creativity and making them realise the
element of seasonality to surplus food.
‘It keeps it fresh and
allows people to see
that we’re forever
evolving. It’s about
change, creation and
evolution,’ says
Gilsenan. The
reaction from the
public has been
fantastic, and even meat-eating men who
scoffed at the start have been converted
to food awareness. As a girl who grew
up in a game reserve in the Dales, I can
vouch that the entirely vegetarian dishes
were sublime, and I left feeling content.
With on-going discussions about
extending their lease taking place at the

moment, they hope they can continue
from the same location for a little longer.
If that’s not the case though, Tiny Leaf
will continue, but there is talk on the
table about going mobile. ‘Our strong
belief is that we’ve created a brand, so
we don’t necessarily need to be in this
building to do that.’ As
for the future, what can
we expect from the
concept restaurant? It
turns out that it’s not
just London they’ve got
their eyes on. ‘It’s a
very scale-able idea,
so the more publicity
we get, the more suppliers we get,’
Gilsenan continues.
There is already talk of franchises
outside of the country, which shows that
Tiny Leaf has the legs to take people into
a world of less waste. With yoga
brunches planned for weekends and a
film being made about a dumpster dive

Even meat-eating men
who scoffed at the start
have been converted to
food awareness

they did around the local neighbourhood,
Tiny Leaf is, quite literally, taking itself
around London and through its raw
ideals is educating along the way. We’ve
got a not-so-tiny sustainable revolution on
our hands in Notting Hill and we couldn’t
be more proud.
209 Westbourne Park Road, W11 1EA;
020 7243 9818; tinyleaflondon.com
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